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My Boyfriend is a Vampire is an all new shoujo comedy series in the vein of Vampire Knight, presented in two-volumes-in-one omnibus format. Seven Seas will release the entire angsty series across seven low-priced omnibus editions. Being
beautiful is never easy, especially if you're an eighteen year old boy like Ryu who is constantly mistaken for a girl because of his delicate good looks. Ryu is, in fact, anything but delicate. He is the ringleader of a group of tough kids in an all boy's
school, and he's quick to beat the living daylights out of anyone who even hints that he resembles a girl. If that wasn't hard enough for a regular teenage guy to cope with, his life is about to take a shocking turn for the worse. When Ryu stumbles upon
strange happenings in the forest, he gets sucked into a world of vampire intrigue and sinister romance that he never knew existed. And he learns that there are worse things than being turned into a vampire: being turned into a girl?!
The full-color artwork collection of the hit series Vampire Knight! Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for audiences T+ Cross over into the world of Vampire Knight with the lush, full-color artwork of Matsuri Hino. Includes an extensive gallery with
author comments, a how-to tutorial, and an exclusive poster.
After trying to recall her past, Yuki's hallucinations become more vivid and she tries to strangle Zero during a fit of madness. Locked in her room, all she can see is a world dyed in blood, but Kaname comes for her. He tells her it's time to wake up
and sinks his fangs into her neck... -- VIZ Media
The Night Class at Cross Academy has been abolished. Zero still attends the Day Class while carrying out his duties as a vampire hunter. Yuki now lives hidden away at the Kuran residence with Kaname, but can she embrace the life of a pureblood
vampire? -- VIZ Media
The Fateful Vampire Sequels
Vampire Knight: Memories
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 4
Captive Hearts
Zero is suspected of killing Shizuka Hio, the pureblood vampire who murdered his family. Incensed, the vampire senate sends assassins to Cross Academy to execute him. Will the Night Class intervene, or will Kaname let
Zero take the fall? -- VIZ Media
After a fierce battle between humans and vampires, a temporary peace was established, but Kaname continued to sleep within a coffin of ice... Yuki gave Kaname her heart to revive him as a human being. These are the
stories of what happened during those 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and at the start of his human life. -- VIZ Media
R to L (Japanese Style). Convinced that finding the jewel of the Dragon God will release the Kuroishi family from their curse, Megumi and Suzuka travel to China together. But even if they succeed in their mission, can
Megumi ever truly be free from Suzuka?
Zero, rongé par la souffrance que provoque sa lente dégénérescence vers le Level : E, approche ses lèvres de celles de Yuki. Ce baiser manqué trouble beaucoup la jeune fille. Plus déconcertant encore, quelques jours plus
tard, Kaname lui demande si elle veut devenir un vampire. Victime d'hallucinations terrifiantes, Yûki décide de retrouver ses souvenirs perdus. Mais un nouvel ennemi se dresse dans les ténèbres...
Vampire Knight 5
Sweet Monster (Yaoi Manga)
Requiem, Volume Two: Vampire Knight
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 1

An der "Cross Academy", der Schule, an der Vampire und normale Schüler parallel unterrichtet werden, stehen die jährlichen Prüfungen und anschließend der große Abschlussball vor der Tür. Yuki sorgt dafür, dass ihre Klasse als schlechteste bei den Prüfungen abschneidet und
deshalb den Ball ausrichten muss. Zur selben Zeit erscheint die neue Schülerin Maria an der Schule. Bald stellt sich heraus, dass es sich bei ihr um den Vampir handelt, der Zero zu dem gemacht hat, was er ist. In einem fulminanten Finale trifft Zero seinen verloren geglaubten
Zwillingsbruder und Kaname, Klassensprecher der Vampirklasse, steht plötzlich in einem anderen Licht da. Band 4 der Reihe ist durchgehend auf einen Handlungsstrang konzentriert und wird an keiner Stelle langweilig. Hohes Erzähltempo, überraschende Wendungen und gewohnt
düstere Zeichnungen machen "Vampire Knight" zu einem ernsten Manga mit seltenen Comedyelementen, der weiterhin zur Fortsetzung empfohlen ist. . Auf der "Cross Academy" gibt es eine "Day Class" und eine "Night Class". Die Schüler der Tagesklasse dürfen nicht wissen, dass die
Nachtschüler Vampire sind.
Immortal tales of the past and present from the world of Vampire Knight. These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname's slumber and the start of his human life.
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero have decided to become a couple. Though relations between the Hunter Society and vampires have improved, bombs have been set off in the city, and the
“Vampire King” is claiming responsibility. Yuki, Zero, Aido and Kaien enter the battle to protect those they care about. -- VIZ Media
Corporate secretary Shirotani suffers from obsessive-compulsive disorder. One day he meets Kurose, a therapist who offers to take him through a ten-step program to cure him of his compulsion. As the two go through each of the ten steps, Shirotani’s attraction to his counselor grows. -VIZ Media
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 3
Dark Vampire Knight Series: Book Two
Vampire Knight Official Fanbook
Vampire knight
Yuki plays the role of traitor to garner the hatred of the vampire realm and escapes with Zero. Meanwhile, Ai, entrusted with the throne as the new queen, leads the vampires into a life of isolation from the outside world... -- VIZ Media
From the author of the Goodreads Choice Award winner The Spanish Love Deception, the eagerly anticipated follow-up featuring Rosie Graham and Lucas Martín, who are forced to share a New York apartment. Rosie Graham has a problem. A few, actually. She
just quit her well paid job to focus on her secret career as a romance writer. She hasn’t told her family and now has terrible writer’s block. Then, the ceiling of her New York apartment literally crumbles on her. Luckily she has her best friend Lina’s spare key
while she’s out of town. But Rosie doesn’t know that Lina has already lent her apartment to her cousin Lucas, who Rosie has been stalking—for lack of a better word—on Instagram for the last few months. Lucas seems intent on coming to her rescue like a
Spanish knight in shining armor. Only this one strolls around the place in a towel, has a distracting grin, and an irresistible accent. Oh, and he cooks. Lucas offers to let Rosie stay with him, at least until she can find some affordable temporary housing. And
then he proposes an outrageous experiment to bring back her literary muse and meet her deadline: He’ll take her on a series of experimental dates meant to jump-start her romantic inspiration. Rosie has nothing to lose. Her silly, online crush is totally under
control—but Lucas’s time in New York has an expiration date, and six weeks may not be enough, for either her or her deadline.
Emily and Jagger are back! Emily's coping with the fact that Jagger's a vampire, and especially with how Jagger is so longing to bite her, since he's finally found the girl he's willing to spend eternity with. Will she give in? Sequel to Dark Vampire Knight:TO
LOVE A VAMPIRE. Book Two of the Dark Vampire Knight Series.
Die Cross Academy wurde gegründet, um zu beweisen, dass Menschen und Vampire in friedlicher Koexistenz leben können. Doch seitdem die "Night Class" eine neue Mitschülerin hat, scheint vor allem unter den Vampiren alles andere als Frieden zu herrschen!
Nach einem grauenvollen Mord und dem plötzlichen Erscheinen eines Mannes, der Zero zum Verwechseln ähnlich sieht, droht die Situation an der Academy endgültig zu eskalieren...
Vampire Knight, Vol. 11
Vol. 3
Vampire Knight, Vol. 14
A comprehensive profile book of the hit series Vampire Knight! Reads R to L (Japanese Style), for T+ audiences. Can't get enough of Vampire Knight? Delve into the world of your favorite vampires with this official fanbook
filled with insider information about the hit series. Includes a Cross Academy student ID card, glossy color pages, character design sketches, storyboards and an exclusive interview with Vampire Knight creator Matsuri
Hino!
Features the next 3 episodes in the Vampire trilogy: #4 The Vampire Dance, #5 Dragon Blitz and #6 Hellfire Club
At twilight at the Cross Academy, when the students of the Day Class return to their dorm, they cross paths with the Night Class on their way to school, but it's up to Yuki Cross and Zero Kiryu, the Guardians of the
school, to protect the Day Class from the Academy's dark secret: the Night Class is full of vampires!
Ai tries to protect her little sister Ren from every danger, for Ren is despised by many of their kind who hate Ren’s vampire hunter father. Although Ren is not as strong as her pureblood sister, she finds she has her own
gluttonous thirst for blood... -- VIZ Media
Betrayed By A Vampire
Final Volume!
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 5
Vampire Knight, Vol. 5

Convinced that finding the jewel of the Dragon God will release the Kuroishi family from their curse, Megumi and Suzuka travel to China together. Will they succeed in their mission and finally break the captive spell? -- VIZ Media
"Kaname, the pureblood vampire, has kept to his room since learning of Yuki and Zero's forbidden act. However, the arrival of Ichijo's grandfather brings the entire Night Class together to greet one of the oldest vampires on the senate. Ichijo's
grandfather says he's there merely to visit his grandson, but he's out for Kaname's blood"--Page 4 of cover.
Yuki Cross has no memory of her past prior to the moment she was saved from a vampire attack ten years ago. She was adopted by the headmaster of Cross Academy, and now works alongside Zero to guard the Academy's secret. Yuki believes that
vampires and humans can coexist peacefully, but her partner has different ideas... -- VIZ Media
The Vampire Hunter Society has imprisoned Aido in order to interrogate him about Kaname’s connection to Sara Shirabuki. Meanwhile, Yuki wants a fresh start with Kaname, but circumstances arise that may force them apart. -- VIZ Media
Captive Hearts, Vol. 5
Vampire Knight Mémoires Tome 5
My Boyfriend is a Vampire
(Books 4, 5, And 6)
Immortal tales of the past and present from the world of Vampire Knight. Vampire Knight returns with stories that delve into Yuki and Zero’s time as a couple in the past and explore the relationship between Yuki’s children and Kaname in the present. These are the stories of what
happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero attempt to capture the "Vampire King," who is responsible for the recent bombings. While trying to deactivate a bomb, Zero is taken hostage, and Yuki and Maria head to his rescue.
The Night Class is back in session, but Yuki finds herself quickly becoming second fiddle to Sara Shirabuki. With Kaname gone, Yuki is now desperate for blood, so Zero offers her his own. Will she break her promise to Kaname and drink from Zero? -- VIZ Media
Zero a juré de se venger de Shizuka Hiô, la vampiresse au sang pur qui l'a mordu et a tué sa famille... Ainsi, lorsque celle-ci est assassinée, les soupçons se portent sur lui ! Quand la nuit tombe sur le bal de l'Académie Cross, les passions se déchaînent ! !
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Neither the vampire aristocrats nor the vampire hunters approve of Yuki and Zero’s relationship. Zero must face opposition from the Hunter Society while also becoming
the target of a vampire assassin. Meanwhile, Aido and Yori grow closer as a couple. -- VIZ Media
Vampire Knight, Vol. 19
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 7
The Art of Vampire Knight
Ice Blue Sin

Cross Academy: Behind its gates, humans and vampires share the same halls, separated by Day and Night -- a testament to the efforts of one man to promote their peaceful co-existence. Very soon, it will bear witness to a dramatic change in dynasty centuries old in the making. But
before that, two stories from the past shall set future events in stone...
Vampire Knight, Vol. 16VIZ Media LLC
They’re called Monsters: people with the power to assume animal forms, kept segregated from the rest of society. When he was young, Riku befriended a Monster boy named Tsukasa, only to be separated from him. Now, at an academy for Monsters, Riku has finally found his
childhood friend. But can he overcome the distrust of his more-than-human classmates and reconnect with Tsukasa? And will their adult relationship be as close as their childhood friendship...or even closer? -- VIZ Media
Cross Academy is attended by two groups of students: the day class and the night class. Yuki Cross and Zero Kiryu are the guardians of the school, protecting the day class from the Academy's dark secret: the night class is full of vampires!
A Novel
The American Roommate Experiment
Matsuri Hino Illustrations
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 6
Zero is suspected of killing Shizuka Hio, the pureblood vampire who murdered his family. Incensed, the vampire senate sends assassins to Cross Academy to execute him. Will the Night Class intervene, or will Kaname let Zero take the fall? Rated: T+ Vampire Knight © Matsuri Hino
2004/HAKUSENSHA, Inc.
Yuki Cross, who was adopted by the headmaster of the Cross Academy after a vampire attack, must protect the students in the day classes from the vampires in the night classes.
These are the stories of what happened during the 1,000 years of Kaname’s slumber and the start of his human life. Yuki and Zero attempt to capture the "Vampire King," who is responsible for the recent bombings. While trying to deactivate a bomb, Zero is taken hostage, and Yuki
and Maria head to his rescue. -- VIZ Media
What's sexier than a knight? A Vampire Knight. What's sexier than a werewolf? An American werewolf. What's sexier than a witch? A naked witch. This is book includes Vampire Knights, The Order of Curse-Bound Knights, and Little Witch & the Big, Bad Werewolf.
Vampire Knight
Ten Count, Vol. 1 (Yaoi Manga)
Vampire Knight, Vol. 8
Vampire Knight, Vol. 1

Kaname vows to sacrifice himself. Yuki vows to sacrifice herself to stop him. Zero takes a weapon in hand to protect what is dear to him. Whether parted for eternity or close enough to
touch, they each will always desire their beloved... -- VIZ Media
Vampire Knight, Vol. 16
Vampire Knight, Volume 5
Vampire Knight: Memories, Vol. 2
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